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BUILDING FORM (1-l I Pleasant Street)

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
Describe architectural features. Evaluate the characteristics of the building in terms of other buildings within the

commuruty.

The former S.S. Kresge Company building at the corner of State and Pleasant Streets is a single-stoT commercial building

constructed in I 928. The integrity of the building is marred by the loss of its original omate decorative cornice which

included bas relief panels, pinnacles and a dentil course. Despite the removal of this significant feature, the storefronts do

retain some integrity. The storefronts are separated by cast stone blocks rvith stylized Ionic stone capitols capped by

anthemion ornaments. What remains of the cornice is a rorv of stone blocks altemating with brick panels, a stone corbel

course with foliate square tiles and a stone roping molding. The cornice above consists of a cyma reversa molding and is

capped by a plain brick parapet seven courses high.

The large plate glass display windou,s are set into chrome frames above a polished granite base which is rounded at the top.

The granite base is punctuated at intervals by bronze ventilation grills. Above the u'indows there is a bronze band and a

projectrng metal cornice with wooden dentil trim which appears to be a recent addition. At the corner of the building, the

entrance is centered behind a freestand.ing corner post and outlined by pilasters. Historic photographs indicate that this comer

entrance is a later alteration.

One of the storefronts facing Pleasant Street has been faced ivith Tl l1 siding, punctuated by smaller display windows. In the

adjacent storefront, the smaller displa-v rvindows are topped by a bricked-in area u'hich extends up to the cornice. The display

windows are cantilevered over a brick base with slate paving belorv. Next to the Richdale store, the storefront for Angie's (7

Pleasant Street) retains its original display windows. The bulkhead area belorv the windows consists of green "marble" tiles

on one side and modem green tiles on the other. The trapezoidal-shaped area in front of the entrance is tiled. The doors have

been replaced with modem anodized aluminum and glass doors although the original transom remains. On State Street there

are three paired display windows as nell as one which has been blocked dou.n with a modern six-panel door.

HISTORICAL NARRATTVE
Describe the history of the building. Explain its associations with local (or state) history. Include uses of the building and

the role(s) the owners/occupants played within the community.

This building was constructed in 1928 for Abraham Kaplan and leased to S.S. Kresge's 5-1.0-25 Cent Store. According to

the Massachusetts Dfvision of lnspection records, the building was designed by Eisenberg & Feer of Boston. In the late

1930s the storefront ft 5 Pleasant Street rvas occupied briefly by the Great A & P. The Mass. Division of lnspection records

also indicate that thdbuilding was altered in 1941, probably after A & P's departure. Kresge's continued to occupy the space

until Christmas of 1970. The building rvas purchased by Richdale Convenience store in 1970 from the George F. Poor estate.

In 1972 part of the frontage on Pleasant Street rvas subdivided to accommodate three stores.

The space at 9-l I Pleasant Street rvas occupied by Kray's clothing store from about 1930 until 1954 u'hen the new Kray's

store was constructed
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